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train employees exposed to MDA at the
time of their initial assignment, and at
least annually thereafter.

Other paperwork provisions of the
MDA Standard require employers to
provide employees with medical
examinations, including initial,
periodic, emergency and follow-up
examinations. As part of the medical-
surveillance program, employers must
ensure that the examining physician
receives specific written information,
and that they obtain from the physician
a written opinion regarding the
employee’s medical results and
exposure limitations.

The MDA Standard also specifies that
employers are to establish and maintain
exposure-monitoring and medical-
surveillance records for each employee
who is subject to these respective
requirements, make any required record
available to OSHA compliance officers
and the National Institute for
Occupational Safety and Health
(NIOSH) for examination and copying,
and provide exposure-monitoring and
medical-surveillance records to
employees and their designated
representatives. Finally, employers who
cease to do business within the period
specified for retaining exposure-
monitoring and medical-surveillance
records, and who have no successor
employer, must notify NIOSH at least 90
days before disposing of the records and
transmit the records to NIOSH if so
requested.

II. Special Issues for Comment
OSHA has a particular interest in

comments on the following issues:
• Whether the information-collection

requirements are necessary for the
proper performance of the Agency’s
functions, including whether the
information is useful;

• The accuracy of OSHA’s estimate of
the burden (time and costs) of the
information-collection requirements,
including the validity of the
methodology and assumptions used;

• The quality, utility, and clarity of
the information collected; and

• Ways to minimize the burden on
employers who must comply; for
example, by using automated or other
technological information-collection
and -transmission techniques.

III. Proposed Actions
OSHA is proposing to increase the

existing burden-hour estimate for, and
to extend OMB approval of, the
collection-of-information requirements
specified by the MDA Standard. The
Agency proposes to increase the total
burden-hour estimate from 1,523 hours
to 1,609 hours, an increase of 86 hours.

The additional burden hours result in
large part from an increase in the
number of employers who develop and
maintain objective data, or historical
monitoring data, for exempted
operations. Also, capital costs rose from
$74,000 to $80,400 because the cost of
analyzing an exposure-monitoring
sample increased from $90 to $100,
while the cost of administering a
medical examination rose from $130 to
$150. OSHA will summarize the
comments submitted in response to this
notice, and will include this summary
in its request to OMB to extend the
approval of this information-collection
requirements.

Type of Review: Extension of
currently approved information-
collection requirements.

Title: MDA Standard for Construction
(29 CFR 1926.60).

OMB Number: 1218–0183.
Affected Public: Business or other for-

profit; Federal government, State, local,
and tribal governments.

Number of Respondents: 66.
Frequency of Recordkeeping: On

occasion; semi-annually; annually.
Average Time per Response: Varies

from five minutes to provide
information to the examining physician
to two hours of perform exposure
monitoring.

Estimated Total Burden Hours: 1,609.
Estimated Cost (Operation and

Maintenance): $80,400.

IV. Authority and Signature
John L. Henshaw, Assistant Secretary

of Labor for Occupational Safety and
Health, directed the preparation of this
notice. The authority for this notice is
the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995
(44 U.S.C. 3506) and Secretary of
Labor’s Order No. 3–2000 (62 FR
50017).

Signed at Washington, DC, on November
29, 2001.
John L. Henshaw,
Assistant Secretary of Labor.
[FR Doc. 01–30008 Filed 12–3–01; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 4510–26–M

NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND
SPACE ADMINISTRATION

[01–153]

Notice of Agency Report Forms Under
OMB Review

AGENCY: National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA).
ACTION: Notice of Agency report forms
under OMB review.

SUMMARY: The National Aeronautics and
Space Administration, as part of its

continuing effort to reduce paperwork
and respondent burden, invites the
general public and other Federal
agencies to take this opportunity to
comment on proposed and/or
continuing information collections, as
required by the Paperwork Reduction
Act of 1995 (Pub. L. 104–13, 44 U.S.C.
3506(c)(2)(A)). This information
collection provides information on
Goddard Space Flight Center Visitor
Center volunteers.
DATES: All comments should be
submitted within 60 calendar days from
the date of this publication.
ADDRESSES: All comments should be
addressed to Ms Darlene Ahalt, Goddard
Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD
20771.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: Ms.
Nancy Kaplan, NASA Reports Officer,
(202) 358–1372.

Title: Application for Volunteer
Program.

OMB Number: 2700–0057.
Type of review: Extension.
Need and Uses: The application is

used to collect information on persons
applying to be a Goddard Space Flight
Center Visitor Center Volunteer.

Affected Public: Individuals or
households; Business or other-for-profit;
Not-for-profit institutions; Farms;
Federal Government; State, Local or
Tribal Government.

Number of Respondents: 40.
Responses Per Respondent: 1.
Annual Responses: 30.
Hours Per Request: Approximately 1⁄2

hour.
Annual Burden Hours: 20.
Frequency of Report: On occasion.

David B. Nelson,
Deputy Chief Information Officer, Office of
the Administrator.
[FR Doc. 01–29944 Filed 12–3–01; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 7510–01–P

NATIONAL FOUNDATION FOR THE
ARTS AND HUMANITIES

Institute of Museum and Library
Services

Agency Information Collections
Activities; Submission for OMB
Review, Comment Request; User Need
Assessment in Digitization

AGENCY: Institute of Museum and
Library Services, NFAH.
ACTION: Notice of requests for new
information collection approval.

SUMMARY: The Institute of Museum and
Library Services announces the
following information collection has
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